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Measurement Part II
Continuous Measurement 

RBT Module 3

1

This training program is based on the RBT Task List (2nd ed.) and is 
designed to meet the 40-hour training requirement for RBT certification. 
The program is offered independent of the BACB
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In This Presentation 

A-2→ Implement continuous measurement procedures 

4

Define Measurement 

The process of applying quantitative labels to observed properties of events 
using a standard set of rules

● Designed to know what is included and excluded 
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Define Measurement 

The process of applying quantitative labels to observed properties of events 
using a standard set of rules

● Designed to know what is included and excluded 

Behavior Analysts  
use operational 

definitions to 
describe behavior in 
quantifiable terms!
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Back to Our Operational Definition Definition 

Describe responses so that procedures are→

● Replicable across individuals 
● Reliably produce a measurable outcome

Behavior descriptions must be observable and measurable.
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Procedures for Measuring Behaviors 

Use one or a combination of the following: 

1. Event recording
2. Timing 
3. Time sampling 
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Procedures for Measuring Behaviors 

Use one or a combination of the following: 

1. Event recording
2. Timing 
3. Time sampling 

Encompass specific data collection methods 
for CONTINUOUS Measurement 

9
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Continuous Measurement Procedures 
Involve all instances of a response class→Observer watches and records 
every instance of behavior 

Includes→Narrative event recording, ABC event recording, and any direct 
observation 

● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of time) 

● Duration 
● Latency 

● Interresponse Time (IRT) 
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Continuous Measurement Procedures 
● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of time)
● Duration
● Latency 

● Interresponse Time (IRT) 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence 

12
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence 

Conditions prior to the 
occurrence of the behavior 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence 

Conditions prior to the 
occurrence of the behavior 

The behavior itself (main 
behavior you’ve been 
assigned to look for) 

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence 

Conditions prior to the 
occurrence of the behavior 

The behavior itself (main 
behavior you’ve been 
assigned to look for) 

Common Behaviors: 
● Tantrum
● Self-Injury
● Aggression

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence 

Conditions prior to the 
occurrence of the behavior 

The behavior itself (main 
behavior you’ve been 
assigned to look for) 

Conditions following the 
occurrence of the behavior

Common Behaviors: 
● Tantrum
● Self-Injury
● Aggression

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence 

Conditions prior to the 
occurrence of the behavior 

The behavior itself (main 
behavior you’ve been 
assigned to look for) 

Conditions following the 
occurrence of the behavior

Common Behaviors: 
● Tantrum
● Self-Injury
● Aggression
● Noncompliance

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 

Common Consequences: 
● Item/toy given
● Demand Contd
● Demand Removed
● No response
● Talk to/ Reprimand 

18
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

What 
antecedents 
are followed 
by the target 
behavior? 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

What 
antecedents 
are followed 
by the target 
behavior? 

Is the 
consequence 

consistent 
(avoiding or 

gaining 
something)? 

21
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 

Each antecedent prior to 
the behavior is a demand 

● Alone

24
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 

Each antecedent prior to 
the behavior is a demand 

● Alone
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 

Each antecedent prior to 
the behavior is a demand 

● Alone

Common Consequences: 
● Item/toy given
● Demand Contd
● Demand Removed
● No response
● Talk to/ Reprimand 
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording 
● Acts as ‘running record’ of behavior that continues through time.

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Teacher hands out math worksheets

Teacher gives direction to start work

Given another math sheet

Student puts head down

Student rips paper in half

Student breaks pencil

Teacher ignores student 

Teacher says, “That is unacceptable 
behavior Johnny,” and gives him another 
sheet.

Teacher sends him out of class to wait for 
her to talk to him.

Common Antecedents: 
● Denied Access 
● Demand Placed
● Alone
● Attending to others 

Each antecedent prior to 
the behavior is a demand 

● Alone

Common Consequences: 
● Item/toy given
● Demand Contd
● Demand Removed
● No response
● Talk to/ Reprimand 

The consequence is 
inconsistent. 

● Alone

27
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Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording Practice  

https://youtu.be/u-0AlHFcQfk

28

Continuous Measurement
ABC Event Recording Practice Cont.  

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Classwide History Review (Demand 
Condition)

“

“

“

Dan talks to a peer 

Dan raises his hand 

Dan gets out of seat and disrupts 
another student 

Attempts to escape area or classroom 

Teacher raises voice, “Dan pay attention” 

Teacher calls on another student 

Teacher raises voice, “Hey Dan! Stop that, 
don’t be disruptive!”

Teacher physically blocks Dan, raises voice 
and tells him he is tired of disruptive 
behavior.  

29

Continuous Measurement Procedures 
● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of time)
● Duration
● Latency 

● Interresponse Time (IRT) 

30

https://youtu.be/u-0AlHFcQfk
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Continuous Measurement
Frequency
● Count; the number of instances of a behavior 
● Must have clear, unambiguous operational definitions of a target behavior 

Frequency Chart

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

31

Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice 

https://youtu.be/9tSNksvgQz
o

32

Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

Clip #1-Verbal Aggression- Reginald 

Frequency Chart

Verbal Aggression: Saying or yelling hostile/threatening things 

33

https://youtu.be/9tSNksvgQzo
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Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

Clip #2- Speaking out of turn- Joe in maroon shirt

Frequency Chart

Speaking out of turn: Speaking in class when the teacher is talking or interrupting another 
speaker during instruction. 

34

Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

Clip #3- Disruptive behavior- Heather blue scarf  

Frequency Chart

Disruptive Behavior: Behavior that prevents the teacher from teaching or peers from learning. 

30 

5

36

35

Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

Clip #4- Girl with pink/coral pants 

Frequency Chart

Off-task behavior: Behavior where the student is not doing their assigned work 

GO TO NEXT SLIDE

36
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Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

Clip #4- Girl with pink/coral pants 

● Legs up

● Pushes Binder

● Flip pages 2x

● Clicks pen 4x

● Turning pen (6 or 2x?)

● Touching/ moving pens 5x 

● Waves

● Touching/ moving pens 5x

● Flips page 

● Taps fingers (19 or 2x?) 

● Head down 

● Tap fingers (12 or 1x?)

● Flip page

● Touch/ fidget with pages 9x

● Push bottle 

● Drink water 
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Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

Clip #4- Girl with pink/coral pants 

● Legs up

● Pushes Binder

● Flip pages 2x

● Clicks pen 4x

● Turning pen (6 or 2x?)
● Touching/ moving pens 5x 

● Waves

● Touching/ moving pens 5x

● Flips page 

● Taps fingers (19 or 2x?) 
● Head down 

● Tap fingers (12 or 1x?)
● Flip page

● Touch/ fidget with pages 9x

● Push bottle 

● Drink water 
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Continuous Measurement
Frequency Practice Cont. 

● Clip #5-Sleeping- Blonde hair, white shirt 

Frequency Chart

Sleeping: The student is asleep

39
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Continuous Measurement Procedures 
● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of 
time)

● Duration

● Latency 
● Interresponse Time (IRT) 

40

Continuous Measurement
Rate

● Ratio of count per observation time; frequency with addition of a time period 
(Number per minute, hour, session etc.)

● Best for easily identified behaviors with short duration
Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

41

Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

42
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

X            7
一 =    一

60 320
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

X            7
一 =    一

60 320

420 = 320x
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

X            7
一 =    一

60 320

420 = 320x

1.325 = x

45
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

X            7
一 =    一

60 320

420 = 320x

1.325 = x

The client rips 1.3 pieces of paper per 
minute. 
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Ripping paper, talking without permission during class

Ripping paper: Talking out of turn:

Total time of observation: 5m 20s  

X            15
一 =    一

60 320

900 = 320x

2.8125 = x

The client talks out of turn 2.8 times per 
minute. 
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

Number per minute (Rate)

Behavior: Throwing materials, Pushing 

Throwing materials: Pushing:

Total time of observation: 10m 07s  

49

Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

X           13
一 =    一

60 607
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

X            13
一 =    一

60 607

780 = 607x

51
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

X            13
一 =    一

60 607

780 = 607x

1.285 = x
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

X            13
一 =    一

60 607

780 = 607x

1.285 = x

The client throws materials 1.29 times 
per minute. 
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

X            4
一 =    一

60 607
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Continuous Measurement
Rate
● Rate Calculation→ frequency/ time 

X            4
一 =    一

60 607

240 = 607x

0.395 = x

The client pushes 0.4 times per minute, 
less than once per minute. 
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Continuous Measurement Procedures 
● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of time)
● Duration
● Latency 

● Interresponse Time (IRT) 

57
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Continuous Measurement
Duration 
● Total time that a behavior occurs (temporal extent) 
● Behavior definition important

● Examples: 
○ Total time to chew a bite of food 
○ Total time to clean up an area or activity

○ Total time to transition from one activity to the next 
○ Total time of an observation or session 

58

Continuous Measurement
Duration Practice 
We are recording the duration of off task behavior→ any behavior that 
interferes with or replaces completing her given assignment/ work.  
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Continuous Measurement
Duration Practice 

Duration 

Off-task behavior: Any behavior that interferes with or replaces completing her given assignment/ work.  

19s  
24s    
2s
19
18s
2s
20s

60
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Continuous Measurement
Duration Practice 

Duration 

Off-task behavior: Any behavior that interferes with or replaces completing her given assignment/ work.  

19s  
24s    
2s
19
18s
2s
20s

● The behavior occurred for a total 1.73 minutes or  104s. 
● We also know the total time of the observation 3:09, so we can figure out 

the percentage of time that off-task behavior occurred
● We can also look at the frequency-how many times she was off-task-7x 
● With frequency and a specified time period, we can calculate rate as well
● We  can also calculate an average
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Continuous Measurement Procedures 
● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of time)
● Duration
● Latency 

● Interresponse Time (IRT) 
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Continuous Measurement
Latency 
● Time from onset of a stimulus to the initiation of the response
● How long it takes for an individual to respond to a cue, prompt, or question

● Examples:
○ How long a student takes to get started on a given worksheet 
○ How long a client takes to start cleaning up or following another 

direction 

63
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Continuous Measurement
Latency Practice 

64

Continuous Measurement
Latency Practice 

Latency
Time from the delivery of the antecedent to the start from the response

Clean up: Client picks up the first item to be put away 

55s

Notes: 
Three vocal prompts following initial antecedent 
Child request for clean-up song reinforced 
Reinforced initial instance of clean up behavior
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Continuous Measurement Procedures 
● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of time)
● Duration
● Latency 

● Interresponse Time (IRT) 
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Continuous Measurement
Interresponse Time (IRT) 

● Time between the end of one response and the beginning of another
● Similar to duration, but time between behavior rather than duration of 

behavior 
● Examples: 

○ Time between self-injurious behaviors 

○ Time between disruptive behaviors in a classroom 
● An intervention might focus on increasing the interresponse time. 
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Continuous Measurement
Interresponse Time (IRT) Practice
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Continuous Measurement
Interresponse Time (IRT) Practice

Interresponse Time (IRT)
Time between one behavior and the next 

Interrupting: Any instance in which the child interrupts reading such that the reader has to stop reading. 

2s (Between the 1st and 2nd interruption) 

14s (Between the 2nd and 3rd interruption) 

69
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Review of Continuous Measurement 

● ABC Event Recording 
● Frequency (i.e., count)

● Rate (i.e., count per unit of 
time) 

● Duration 

● Latency 
● Interresponse Time (IRT) 

● Involve all instances of a 
response class→Observer 

watches and records every 
instance of behavior 

● Direct Measure 

● Differ from indirect measures
○ Interviews
○ Questionnaires  
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